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The Duke University Museum of Art has outgrown its present building. More gallery, storage and working space is needed. Since East Campus has traditionally been the Arts Campus, while West Campus is focused primarily on the sciences, the site for the new museum is on East Campus. The site is at the end of a cross axis to the main mall axis. The opposite end of the axis to the site is a road where the shuttle bus between East and West Campuses enter the formal mall of East Campus. The present view when entering the mall by shuttle bus is that of a parking lot with a tree filled meadow beyond. This parking lot is the only gap in the building fabric that surrounds the formal mall. Rather than plugging the gap with a building, this gap will be the main entry to the site so that the termination of the cross axis will be an event that acts as a transition to the "green area," historic Epworth Hall and provide access to the new museum.
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